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Some foreign studies

in the New Statesman
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Does White play Ke7, or Kg7, or what?
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Some foreign studies in the New Statesman
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While I was writing the last of our se.ics "Some British studies from ...", it occurred to
me that "Forejgn studies which first appeared in Britain" mjgbt tnake a suitable
subje.t fbr a successo. series. I asked Timothy Whitworth how feasible he thought the
idea, and he immediately suggested the toumeys of Lhe New Statesman as a possible
starting point. Thesc wcre a leading feature of the British endgame study wo d f.om
i951 to 1975, and at least two of the period's most famous compositions appeared in
them.

However, this will not be a mere parade of prizewinners. One reason is that prjze
lists tend to be burdened with complicated heavyweights which are not to my pqsonal
taste. A second reason is that a surprisingly large proportion of the prizewinners
subsequently proved to be unsound. On the evidence of Harold van der Heijden's
"Endgame sludy database III" and somc routine computer testing of my own, over
forty per cent of Ne.,.' Statesman prizes went to unsouod compositions, and this was
rar loo many.
I say "a surprisingly large proponion", but Walter Veitch would not have been in
the least suryrised, "Dishonesty comes in va.ious forms," he wrote about lazy and
faulty game annotators in EG 15. "Sometimes, and I know this appljes also to a
number of composers of endings, thcrc is dcliberate avoidance of tho.ough research
into a position as it might reveal a fault." On dle evidence of the present tourneys,
it is impossible to disagree with him.
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Fortunately, enough survived to give us more than enough mate.ial for two special

numbe.s. Alois Wotawa's I gained 2nd Honourable Mention in the 1970 toumey.
Black's pawns appear to be oot of.each and I Rc2+ seems to be a mere spite check,
but it sets problems. Play the natural 1..,Kxb6; 2f3 prevents 2...g1Q and thrcatens
3 Rxg2 hxg2 4 Bf2+, and after 2..,h2 White has the lovely move 3 RcTl threatening
maie (see la). 3...Kxc7 allows 4 Bg3+ and 5 Bxhz, hence 3..,a5, but 4 Bf2+ gives
Black no choicer 4...Krc7 (4,,,Ka7 allows another mate) 5 Bg3+ and 6 Bxh2.
Other Black first moves are easily dealt wirh: l-..Kb7 2 Rc7+ Ka8 (2...Kb8 3 Rg7
shortens things) 3 Ra7+ Kb8 4 Rg? h2 5 Bb4 (say)

glQ 6 Bd6+ and

or l,..Kd5/Kd7 2 b7 glQ 3 b8Q and White will soon escape the checks.
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mate in a f-ew,

